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The importance of Gravity

I’ve been noticing gravity since I was very young. (Cameron Diaz)

Gravity is the most universal force
I It couples to every type of matter

and energy
I It is always attractive (we cannot

switch off gravity)
I It is very weak

The least understood amongst the fundamental interactions





Nov.  , Albert Einstein publishes his theory of gravity

He changed the way we think about space, time and the Cosmos



Gravity as dynamics of space-time

Gravity is the warping of space and time :

a body is not attracted by another body but moves freely in a
curved space-time following a natural trajectory dictated by
the shape of space-time

Space and time is dynamical whereas Newton’s spacetime was
rigid, real but non genuine



Gravity and our observed Universe

69.2% Energie Sombre

25.9% Matière Noire

4.9% Matière ordinaire 

I Planck Legacy archive (July, , )
I .% ordinary matter (particles, . . .)

I .% dark matter (surrounding galaxies)

I .% dark energy (driving the accelerated expansion)



Black holes

I The most perfect macroscopic objects there are in the
universe : the only elements in their construction are our
concepts of space and time (S. Chandrasekhar)

I Consequence of Einstein’s theory of gravity
I Attract all matter and energy

DOCTOR : Short version. Because of the black hole, time is moving
faster at this end of the ship than the other. It’s all about gravity.
Gravity slows down time.
(World Enough And Time- Doctor Who, episode 275a)



Gravitational Waves

On September th , LIGO has detected, for the first time,
gravitational waves emitted by a black hole binary system



Einstein had doubts about

I the reality of Black holes : is the black hole singularity real
or fictitious? How can matter collapse to form a black
hole?

I the reality of gravitational waves : are they physical waves
or just mathematical unphysical solutions?



Why is this important? New observational window

I First time detection of the dynamics of black holes
I New astronomical window on our Universe

I neutron stars binary system : multi messenger signal (GW,
X-rays, γ , . . .)

I This puts strong constraints on theoretical models
modifying gravity

I After  between  and  gravitational-wave signals
from binary neutron star mergers are expected per year



Gravity and quantum mechanics

In  Einstein writes

Because of the intra-atomic movement of electrons, the atom must
radiate not only electromagnetic but also gravitational energy, if
only in minute amounts.
Since, in reality, this cannot be the case in nature, then it
appears that the quantum theory must modify not only Maxwell’s
electrodynamics but also the new theory of gravitation



Quantum Black hole : evaporation

Hawking explained that black hole emit a quantum radiation
from quantum fluctuations near the horizon of the black hole

Black hole have a temperature

TBH =
~c

πkBGM

Small black evaporate quickly

Can we observe Hawking radiation?



Black hole entropy : irreversibility

Classique quantique

Black holes have an entropy dE = TdS

dSSchw−BH =
d(Mc)
TBH

= d

(
kB
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c

))
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kBA
`P
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G~

c
= (.×−m)

Irreversibility (second principle of thermodynamics) :
I Entropy increases ∆S ≥ 
I Black hole area increases ∆A ≥ 

◦ From the observation of gravitational waves [LIGO/VIRGO]

SBH+SGW ' SBH ≥ SBH+SBH =⇒
=

A(BH)≥
=
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=

A(BH)



Quantum of light : photon

massless, spin , quantum of electromagnetic waves

We detect and manipulate photons



Quantum of space-time : graviton

massless, spin , (hypothetical) quantum of space-time

Still looking experimental signature



Das Lichtquant

Max Planck supported Eintein’s election to the Prussian science
academy ()

That he might sometimes have overshot the target in his specu-
lations, as for example in his light quantum hypothesis, should
not be counted against him too much. , for it is not possible to
introduce really new ideas even in the most exact sciences without
sometimes taking a risk. (Max Planck, 1913)



Can we detect a graviton?

When he received the Poincaré prize Freeman Dyson argued
against a possible detection of single graviton

Does it mean that the graviton does not exist?

Can we imagine a theoretical framework, or experiments that
would provide clues about the quantum nature of space-time?



Fundamental or emerging symmetries

The gravitational wave confirm the validity of the symmetries
of Einstein’s gravity up to scale of % of the size of our
observable Universe

What is their domain of validity? What are the fundamental
symmetries of space-time at very large or very small
distances?



String theory

String theory unifies quantum mechanics and general
relativity by modifying gravity following Einstein intuition

The typical size of the string is the Planck scale



Equivalence principle

DOCTOR : Old Isaac ? Friend of mine on Earth. He discovered
gravity. Well, I say he discovered gravity. I had to give him a
bit of a prod. (The Pirate Planet - Episode 099)

I was sitting in a chair in the patent office at Bern when all of
a sudden a thought occurred to me : "If a person falls freely he
will not feel his own weight." I was startled. This simple thought
made a deep impression on me. It impelled me toward a theory
of gravitation. (Einstein 1907)



Violation of the equivalence principle

Emil Bjerrum-Bohr, John Donoghue, Barry Holstein, Ludovic Planté, Pierre Vanhove PRL  ()

A spin dependent quantum correction

θγ −θϕ = cγ,ϕ

π

G~M☼
cb

.

Very small corrections but shows that quantum gravity effect
can arise at low-energy



String theory allows to compute the microscopic black hole
entropy There are very active debate about the nature of
Hawking’s radiation

fundamental strings at the horizon of the black hole?

Einstein-Rosen bridge = Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen

entanglement?
I

II

I
II

Figure 1. A one-sided AdS black hole. On the left we have the shell of matter that created

the black hole in orange, the black hole interior in light blue, the horizon as a dashed line, and

an infalling observer in dark blue. On the right is a detail of the region where the observer

crosses the horizon, with an interesting set of modes indicated. The purple modes are easily

evolved back to region I, and the green modes are already there. The red modes would need

to be evolved all the way back through the collapsing shell and reflected o↵ of r = 0 to get

them out to region I. Smoothness of the horizon requires entanglement between the red and

green modes.

In section 5 I study the “state-dependence” of the proposal in more detail, emphasizing

the considerable extent to which it violates quantum mechanics. I compare this to more

conventional physical situations where naively state dependent operators arise but the

measurement theory is nonetheless consistent with quantum mechanics. Finally I close

with some brief remarks on the expected validity of quantum mechanics for the infalling

observer. The later sections can basically be read in any order.

2 Description of the Proposal

Consider a big one-sided AdS black hole, made from some sort of infalling matter at

early times. The Penrose diagram for this system is shown in figure 1. Bulk e↵ective

field theory degrees of freedom in the region outside of the horizon, which I have denoted

region I, can be fairly simply described in terms of microscopic CFT variables using

the BDHM/HKLL map [26–28]. This construction essentially proceeds by solving the
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Observer dependent operators (subtle violation of the
rules of quantum mechanics)

We remember Isaac Newton for answers, we remember Hawking for
questions. (Kip Thorne)


